Glucose biosensors with enzyme entrapped in polymer coating.
The pursuit of reliable biosensors for measuring glucose levels has been ongoing for decades. Their importance lies partly in the development of the implantable artificial pancrease, which can be used to deliver insulin to diabetics without the need to test glucose levels externally, with automatic delivery based on physiologic demand. Glucose sensors can also be used in short-term monitoring of glucose levels in hospitals and clinical laboratories. Three types of glucose biosensors were studied. All were based on a two-electrode system: an insulated platinum wire as a hydrogen peroxide electrode, and a silver wire twisted around the platinum wire as both a reference and a counter electrode. Each was coated with the enzyme glucose oxidase entrapped in a polymer matrix of cellulose acetate (CA) or poly 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), then dip-coated by an additional polymer coating of polyvinylchloride (PVC), polyurethane (PU), or HEMA. The experiments were designed mainly to study the effectiveness of polymer coatings as diffusion-limiting membranes. The effect of each coating on the linear response to glucose concentration was examined. It was shown that additional (multiple) coatings can increase the linearity of the sensor response. The best results were obtained when the sensor was PVC-dip-coated three times. This preparation had a linear response up to 600 mg/DL glucose concentration. The sensors coated with PU and HEMA have linearity up to 280 and 240 mg/DL glucose concentrations, respectively. It was also shown that the coatings reduce interference from certain body chemicals.